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By integrating science, technology, engineering, the arts and mathematics (STEM and
STEAM) education, teachers are empowered to employ project-based learning that
touches multiple disciplines and create inclusive and collaborative learning
environments. This special feature explores how STEM and STEAM education can
help to equip students with skills and competencies that include creativity, critical
thinking, problem solving and innovation.
Proposed topic highlights:
LEADERSHIP – Organizations and initiatives advancing STEM and STEAM education
across Canada.
MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH – Creating resilient solutions by leveraging
different perspectives and competencies.
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION – Turning diversity and inclusion into a
competitive advantage.
TECHNOLOGY & TOOLS – Leveraging innovative learning methods and technology.
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The climate change challenge facing young Canadians
STEM education’s crucial part in providing the workforce for a green economy
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latest report by the
T he
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) published in
August was a stark reminder that
climate change is continuing to
devastate the planet – not that virtually every nation on Earth needed
reminding.
In just the past couple of years,
ﬂoods, wildﬁres, mega-storms and
unprecedented heatwaves have
become the new normal in many regions as efforts to mitigate the impact
of climate change continue to fall far
short of what’s needed to limit the
rise in the Earth’s temperature.
The IPCC says strong and sustained
reductions in emissions of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases
would limit climate change and
beneﬁts for air quality would come
quickly. However, it could take 20 to
30 years to see global temperatures
stabilize.
While government policies and
the commitment of individuals will
ultimately determine the success of
climate change counter measures, a

As we move into
a green economy,
we’re going to
need innovators
with technical skills
who understand the
underlying scientiﬁc
principles of the Earth
as a system, which is
why STEM education is
so important
Bonnie Schmidt
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Approaching problems differently – and applying technology to solve them – are skills that will be needed
to prepare for the jobs of the future. ISTOCK.COM

Let’s Talk Science president and
founder

Bonnie Schmidt, president of Let’s
Talk Science, a London, Ont.-based
national charitable organization committed to inspiring and empowering
Canadian children and youth to
develop the skills they need to participate and thrive in an ever-changing

the underlying scientiﬁc principles of
the Earth as a system, which is why
STEM education is so important,” she
says.
Developing the ability to approach
problems differently and apply
technology to solve them is the type

Canada in Let’s Talk Science.
The funding will allow the organization to engage over 600,000
youth across Canada in climate science education and action through
regional events, action projects,
hands-on activities and a suite of

